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Address Blazek Glass s.r.o. 
Crystal Bohemia, a.s., 
Olbrachtova 600/3 
290 01 Podebrady 
Jiráskova 223/19, 290 01 Poděbrady 

Country Czech Republic

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
GENUINE GLASS NAIL FILES The fist glass nail file was manufactured by the Blažek company as early as in 1997. High utility along with attractive
design and affordable price make them interesting for everybody. Our glass nail files are patented in many countries all around the world. Glass files
are designed for nail manicure, but they can be also used for filing other materials softer than glass.

DECORATED GLASS Our range includes cut crystal lead glass of rich traditional and modern decors as well as hand painted or engraved
glassware.Our production ranges from commercially successful glassware collections and separate pieces, beverage services through household
glassware (bowls, vases, boxes, etc.) to original unique pieces. POLISHING J. Blažek Sklo Podìbrady s.r.o. possesses its own polishing shop, which
was built in 1995.
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